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Introduction
President Bill Clinton faced a number of domestic political obstacles that restrict
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in Bosnia and Herzegovina (hereafter Bosnia) were shaped largely by the presi
dent’s ability, or lack thereof, to maneuver politically at home. The most conspicu
ous domestic constraints involved: (i) the apprehension of the American public
toward sending US armed forces to Bosnia; (ii) the tension between the president
and Congress over the authorization of force escalation; (iii) the impending presi
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making and the structure of Clinton’s foreign policy apparatus. Understanding the
impact of these constraints on the policy outcomes of the Clinton administration is
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tifying these in the context of Bosnia will help future decisionmakers to acknowl
edge these domestic political forces that impact foreign policy choices.
The ethnic cleansing of Bosnian Muslims in Bosnia by Serbianbacked
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worsening. The US, at what could arguably be the height of its military strength in
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resolve the catastrophic situation that threatened to destabilize Central Europe and
creep into the Western European space controlled by major American allies, some
of whom shared military responsibility for the region as members of the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO).
Since the middle of the 20th#(!*$4'3#-*"#$%')45%)4$#$%!#0),*&-*#()*=&($G#
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the US had been the foundation for advancing humanitarian military decisions on
behalf of the Western community. Countries such as France and Britain had been
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real possibility of force. As such, the US, in its thenunchallenged role as global
military leader, found it in its interest to lead the push for taking forceful action
in response to the deliberate and selective killing of Bosnian Muslims in Bosnia.
With its European allies unable to use force to stop the rise of violence in their pe
riphery due to strong political opposition from their own domestic constituencies,
the US, from a political standpoint, cautiously sought to take gradually escalating
measures to prevent the atrocities in Bosnia from continuing.
However, despite American leaders’ determination, domestic politics
played a conspicuous role in restraining the decisions made by the US. The coun
try could not simply send combat troops to Bosnia to wipe out Serbian installa
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way for the sake of a small group of people in an unknown European country.
This fact was a major reason that such incremental action was taken by the US in
Bosnia. While morally just, according to American leaders, pursuing an end to the
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demonstrated throughout the course of this paper.
Public Opinion and Policy Decisions
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sor, President George H.W. Bush, as one in which the US did not “have a dog in
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pledged his support for the Bosnian cause, counter to the position taken by Bush.
However, upon election Clinton came to appreciate the complexity of the Bosnian
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tragedy that would have rendered American inaction immoral and more as a fac
$&)*-2#()*=&($#-D)4$#E%&(%#2&$$2!#()42"#D!#")*!72 This, coupled with the relative
indifference of the public, rendered any stronghanded policy moot.
Clinton administration pollster Stan Greenberg reported to the president
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action in Bosnia, and that any action taken had to be multilateral.; The American
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public was not keen on sending troops to stem the violence in ethnically wartorn
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maintain peace, even though a peacekeeping task is usually better accepted by
the public than a peacemaking mission.4 The number of Americans who followed
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'!,$#)+#9::;#-*"#-22#)+#9::[7< Henry Hyde (RIl) while on recess from Congress in
his district said that he was hearing “from people about tax policy and pesticides
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action in Bosnia, the percentage of respondents favoring the use of force when the
question mentioned no multilateral participation in a US mission was 42 percent.
The result jumped to 49 percent when any multilateral participation was added to
the question, still short of majority public support._#V*#.&"CZ!(!.D!'#9::<G#-+$!'#
Clinton authorized the deployment of troops as part of a NATO peacekeeping
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to the presence of US troops in Bosnia, either strongly (44 percent) or disapprov
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Z!(!.D!'#9::<#E-,#;_#1!'(!*$79 In all, only roughly three in ten respondents indi
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in Bosnia or that the US should do more to stop the war in Bosnia.9F#I*3#"&+6(42
ties experienced by the military would not have been met well by the public given
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Polls show that most Americans were not willing to risk casualties to
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mention of casualties in the question had a profound effect on the percentage of
respondents in favor of the use of military force in Bosnia. When casualties were
excluded, 46 percent of respondents were in favor of using force compared with
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“
INTERVENTION
USING AIR POWER
WAS SEEN AS A
MODEST INVESTMENT THAT POSED
LITTLE RISK TO
AMERICAN
FORCES AND WAS
READILY
RETRACTABLE...

)*23#;_#1!'(!*$#&*#+-A)'#E%!*#(-,4-2$&!,#
were mentioned in the question.9Q In an
M($)D!'# 9::<# 1)22# -,H&*5# '!,1)*"!*$,#
about their willingness to support the use
of US troops in an operation given dif
ferent casualty levels, two out of three
said they would be willing to support the
operation if there were no casualties, but
,411)'$#+!22#D3#.)'!#$%-*#%-2+#@$)#;9#1!'
(!*$B#5&A!*#-#,&$4-$&)*#&*A)2A&*5#Q<#%3
pothetical deaths.
Apprehension to risking Ameri
(-*#2&A!,#&*#-#()*=&($#$%-$#E-,#1!'(!&A!"#
to be of dubious national security con
cern combined with low levels of inter
!,$#&*#$%!#()*=&($G#-,#'!1)'$!"#D3#1)22&*5#
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the Clinton administration to conduct
foreign policy toward Bosnia. Any sig
*&6(-*$#-($&)*#E)42"#D!-'#%&5%#1)2&$&(-2#
costs, and, especially in the early stages
of his presidency, Clinton understood
this risk.
What the public would support,
however, was the use of air power to
help ameliorate the situation in Bosnia.
Intervention using air power was seen as
a modest investment that posed little risk
to American forces and was readily re
tractable; that is, the United States could
withdraw quickly if the situation wors
ened, whereas the introduction of ground
troops to the country could quickly result
in a stickier commitment. There was also
the fear that initial military action would
lead to irreversible escalation, resulting
in a Vietnamlike intractable military en
gagement.9; Given the tragic result of the
&*$!'A!*$&)*#&*#K).-2&-#&*#M($)D!'#9::;G#
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the public was highly sensitive to any new deployment in an obscure region of the
world that posed little risk to US national security. As dictated by public opinion,
$%!#%4.-*#$)22#E-,#-2,)#4*\4,$&6-D2!#-,#-#D-,&,#+)'#I.!'&(-*#&*A)2A!.!*$7#R4
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viewed as a humanitarian issue, that Bosnia was seen as a faraway, obscure coun
try posing little relevance to US national security, that Somalia took place early in
Clinton’s presidency, that the introduction of troops on the ground was rebuffed
-*"#$%-$#I.!'&(-*,#1-&"#2&$$2!#-$$!*$&)*#$)#$%!#()*=&($#-22#()*$'&D4$!"#$)#$%!#()*
straints public opinion placed on foreign policy. With these as contending national
sentiments, Clinton was restricted in his options to provide American political and
military assistance to the situation.
LegislativeExecutive Relations and Foreign Policy
The actions and atmosphere in Congress also played a prominent role in setting
the boundaries of Clinton’s Bosnia policy. Congress, like the public, was reluctant
$)#&*A)2A!#$%!#J*&$!"#K$-$!,#&*#-*3#,&5*&6(-*$#E-3#&*#0),*&-7#M*!#)1$&)*#-"A)
cated was to lift an arms embargo that had been initially implemented to cease
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the Serbianbacked Bosnian Serbs, thereby reducing the need for military sup
port. Congress saw this policy as a means to show that the US was taking action
$)E-'"#'!,)2A&*5#$%!#()*=&($#E&$%)4$#%-A&*5#$)#'!,)'$#$)#$%!#&*$')"4($&)*#)+#+)'(!#
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of the potential risks it posed to the troops of European allies on the ground in
Bosnia. Each European country with forces on the ground was highly wary of any
1')1),!"#,)24$&)*#$)#$%!#()*=&($#$%-$#()42"#'!,42$#&*#$'))1#(-,4-2$&!,G#-,#*)*!#%-"#
strong support at home for forceful policies.9< Despite Clinton’s objections, Con
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a lift of the arms embargo. Clinton, at a risk to his political legitimacy at home,
vetoed the bill which subsequently was not overridden.
Well before the embargo bill was passed and vetoed, Congress and Clinton
were at odds regarding the power of the president to take action in Bosnia. Con
gress considered various restrictions on executive military initiatives, including
one amendment that was not enacted which sought to prevent, without Congres
sional approval, the deployment of US forces in Bosnia in excess of the already
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"!12)3!"#9;#aC9<#-*"#9Q#ahIC9Y#65%$!'#-&'('-+$79> Clinton saw these amendments
as encroachments on his ability to effectively carry out his role as commander in
(%&!+#-*"#-"-.-*$23#)11),!"#$%!.7#J*"!'#I'$&(2!#9G#K!($&)*#Y#)+#$%!#J*&$!"#K$-$!,#
Constitution, Congress can refuse or cease to fund any prolonged deployment of
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Whether declared or undeclared, the decision to initiate war is left up to Con
gress, however adamantly the executive branch claims that authority. The presi
dent, though, is commander in chief, and any attempts by Congress that appear to
encroach on that executive role can be politically damaging.
With the sort of situation that Bosnia presented, where a distant and seem
&*523# &*()*,!i4!*$&-2# &*$!'*-$&)*-2# ()*=&($# ()*+')*$!"# -# 1'!,&"!*$# "!"&(-$!"# $)#
intervening in it, a political dance of sorts begins between the executive and leg
islative branches. To appease home constituencies that were resolutely opposed to
sending troops and leery of any sort of American involvement, Congress sought
to drum up enough negative publicity to preclude the president’s commitment of
forces to Bosnia. After debate on various amendments, Congress and the president
&*#9::[#().1').&,!"#)*#*)*D&*"&*5#U,!*,!C)+CN)*5'!,,O#)D,!'A-$&)*,#-D)4$#$%!#
placement of US troops under foreign commanders and the conditions for such
engagements.9_ Congress was intent on standing up to the president in the media,
trying to avoid being perceived as deferential to a president who was conducting
an unnecessarily risky foreign policy in a region of the world seen as inconsequen
tial to US interests. Clinton brushed these observations aside.
Reinforcing the ambivalence of Congress, House Speaker Newt Gingrich
&*#`4*!#9::<#$)2"#$%!#.!"&-#$%-$#&$#E-,#4*2&H!23#$%-$#UE!#E)42"#,-3#$)#)4'#-22&!,#
of a halfcentury the US won’t do anything, but at the same time, we don’t want
to go and get involved.” He added, “It’s important for us to be very cautious.”9Y
Before Clinton decided to take military action in the form of air strikes in Bosnia,
Congress was vociferous in its appeals to the president to change the direction of
Bosnia policy. On June 9, Senator John Kerry (DMA) made known his desire
for a more contiguous policy, stating: “I believe that we have to be clearer about
exactly what lines we’re willing to draw, precisely what distance we’re willing to
5)#$)#-(%&!A!#$%!.#-*"#$%!*#,$&(H#D3#&$j*)$#D!#.)A&*5#D-(H#-*"#+)'$%7O9:#L!,,#
than one week prior to Kerry’s comments, President Clinton sharply scaled back
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that the US would play in Bosnia. In this, he highlighted the use of American
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forces for help with “an emergency extraction” of NATO forces, indicating that
the likelihood of such a necessity was “remote, indeed highly unlikely.”20 Senator
John Ashcroft (RMO) echoed Kerry’s sentiment: “Instead of articulating a clear
policy on Bosnia which pursues these principles, we have a chaotic, constantly
changing approach that bounces from pillar to post with each new event.”Q9
#
V*#2-$!#I454,$#9::<G#N2&*$)*#.-"!#$%!#"!(&,&)*#$)#&*&$&-$!#%!-A3#D).D&*5#
raids on Serbian positions in Bosnia. Clinton did not state that prior authorization
from Congress would be required before ordering the strikes.22 Congress, while
willing to reprimand the president when he was not taking action, declined to en
dorse the bombings, waiting instead to see what outcome would result so that they
could better position themselves politically if the policy was ineffective or resulted
in American deaths.Q; The success of that strategy would go a long way toward
determining whether Congress became a partner in Clinton’s Bosnia policy.24 Po
litically, the president was solely responsible for his policy choice, which meant
that he alone would enjoy any success or suffer any failure. Congress, on the other
hand, was riskaverse, eliminating any downside risk of endorsing a failed policy
while preserving the ability to criticize the president should his decision turn out
poorly. Their tone had shifted from vociferously supporting lifting the arms em
bargo, which if effective would have given them the political credit for effecting
a positive outcome in the region while simultaneously undercutting the president,
to a watchful, quiescent position that placed the onus on Clinton should things fall
apart.
Members of Congress were reluctant to challenge Clinton’s decision to
4,!#-&',$'&H!,#&*#0),*&-#+)'#$E)#'!-,)*,7#8%!#6',$#&,#$%!#,$-$4,#)+#$%!#1'!,&"!*$#-,#
commander in chief. It is politically risky for Congress to question a president’s
decision to use force when deemed necessary, especially when the likelihood of
success is high. The second is that the decision did not involve risking American
lives, which was of greatest concern to members of Congress. This decision put
very few American lives in danger, making it less of a political issue. Senate Ma
\)'&$3#L!-"!'#W)D!'$#Z)2!#@WCXKB#,-&"#$%-$#%!#E-,#UE&22&*5#$)#()*,&"!'#1),$1)*&*5#
Senate action [overriding Clinton’s veto, thereby lifting the arms embargo] if the
recent Western attacks prove to be part of a new and effective policy which leads
to a just and lasting peace settlement.”Q< The timing of the bombing decision gave
Clinton political cover, forcing Congress to take a waitandsee approach to assess
the effectiveness of the new policy before turning against the president and over
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riding his veto. Clinton maintained a tepid and sometimes adversarial relationship
E&$%# N)*5'!,,# '!5-'"&*5# $%!# 0),*&-*# ()*=&($7#8%!# 1'!,&"!*$# +-A)'!"# -# ,$')*5!'#
JK#1'!,!*(!#$)#%!21#E&$%#$%!#'!,)24$&)*#)+#$%!#()*=&($#E%&2!#N)*5'!,,#E-,#%&5%23#
wary of risking American lives and resources, favoring instead policies that Con
5'!,,#D!2&!A!"#E)42"#-22)E#$%!#0),*&-*,#$)#!*"#$%!#65%$&*5#$%!.,!2A!,7
#
V*#K!1$!.D!'#9::<G#-+$!'#$%!#"!(&,&)*#E-,#.-"!#D3#$%!#N2&*$)*#-".&*&,
tration to authorize heavy air strikes on Serbian positions, Clinton sought to de
12)3#Q<GFFF#$'))1,#$)#0),*&-#$)#!*,4'!#$%-$#1!-(!#E-,#.-&*$-&*!"7#N)*5'!,,#-5-&*#
tried to intervene, and again drafted a nonbinding resolution. This time the Senate
also stated that no funds should be used to deploy combatequipped US forces for
any ground operations in Bosnia unless “Congress in advance approves of such
forces.”26 Many senators approved of the legislation because it lacked legal effect.
Hindering the powers of the president to conduct foreign policy and command the
armed forces was not a politically tenable situation for members of Congress. Re
publican Senator Judd Gregg who wrote the amendment felt strongly that “prior to
the president taking [the action of deploying troops], he should come to Congress
and ask for our approval.”Q_ A number of senators, including thenSenate Major
&$3#L!-"!'#W)D!'$#Z)2!G#(-.!#+)'E-'"#E&$%#,$-$!.!*$,#'!-+6'.&*5#$%!#()*,$&$4
tional authority of the president to command the armed forces of the United States.
Given the political backandforth in Congress, it was clear that it was not the role
of the president as commander in chief that was in question; rather, his policies
-*"#$%!&'#1)2&$&(-2#'-.&6(-$&)*,#+)'#N)*5'!,,&)*-2#()*,$&$4!*(&!,#E!'!#D!&*5#i4!,
$&)*!"7#I+$!'#.-*3#A)$!,#-*"#'!\!($!"#-.!*".!*$,#N)*5'!,,#6*-223#1-,,!"#-#D&22#
providing support for American troops, but expressing reservations about sending
them to Bosnia.28
Three days before the signing of the Dayton Peace Accords, on Novem
D!'#9YG#$%!#R)4,!#A)$!"#Q[;C9_9G#2-'5!23#-2)*5#1-'$3#2&*!,G#$)#"!*3#+4*",#+)'#-#
Bosnian peacekeeping mission that did not obtain prior Congressional approval.29
Congress reasserted its concern about a prolonged mission in which American
troops could be ordered to shift roles if conditions on the ground deteriorated;
despite their ostensible peacekeeper status they could still be put in harm’s way.
They understood the political challenges that would emerge should they defy the
commander in chief and demand the return of American troops once they had been
sent to Bosnia.
#
J*"!'#K!($&)*#9<[Q#)+#8&$2!#<F#)+#JK#N)"!G#N%-1$!'#;;#@)$%!'E&,!#H*)E*#
as the War Powers Resolution) there is a clause requiring that “The President in ev
ery possible instance shall consult with Congress before introducing United States
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Armed Forces into hostilities or into situations where imminent involvement in
hostilities is clearly indicated by the circumstances.”;F The Congressional vote on
f)A!.D!'#9Y#'!=!($!"#()*(!'*,#&*#-#+)'(!+42G#14D2&(#E-3#$%-$#$%!#$'))1,#E)42"#
indeed be subject to hostilities and may be required to take on a more active role
once they had been deployed in Bosnia. This vote reinforced Congress’s demand
that it be satisfactorily consulted prior to the Bosnia mission, despite its purported
peacekeeping objective, as it would be much easier for the president to shift the
objectives of the mission once the troops were already in the country. Given his
unpopular political position on Bosnia, Clinton would be at a political advantage if
he had vocal support in Congress on the issue. He would also avoid potential legal
problems should he break with the text of the War Powers Resolution. According
to Section 2(c) of the War Powers Resolution, the president may introduce combat
$'))1,#)*23#14',4-*$#$)#9B#-#"!(2-'-$&)*#)+#E-'G#QB#,1!(&6(#,$-$4$)'3#-4$%)'&g-$&)*#
)'#;B#U-#*-$&)*-2#!.!'5!*(3#('!-$!"#D3#-*#-$$-(H#41)*#$%!#J*&$!"#K$-$!,G#&$,#$!'
ritories, or its armed forces.”;9
If the president did not follow this law’s stipulations he could be chal
lenged in court. Any legal challenge to the president would have serious political
implications for the remainder of his term, and it is for this reason that he must be
cognizant of the limitations imposed on him under the Resolution. Congress has
full constitutional authority to place limits on the deployment of soldiers, even
when such restrictions affect the “command and control” of the president.;Q In
the case of Bosnia, however, the president deployed troops as peacekeepers, not
as combat forces, which does not fall under the same rubric. If the mission would
have resulted in hostilities toward US troops, then the Resolution would require
Congressional approval for their continued deployment within 60 days of the start
of hostilities.
Congress demanded more information about funding a mission to Bosnia
before it would consider backing the president. Congress sought to press Clinton
)*# E%!$%!'# $%!# -112&(-D2!# 3-'",$&(H# +)'# ,4((!,,j-*"# $%4,# $%!# 1'!()*"&$&)*# +)'#
E&$%"'-E&*5#$'))1,jE)42"#D!#$%!#,4((!,,+42#()*(24,&)*#)+#5!*!'-2#0),*&-*#!2!(
tions, the rearming of Bosnia or the mere preservation of peace for some minimum
period of time.;;#Z!,1&$!#$%!&'#!]%)'$-$&)*,#+)'#()*,42$-$&)*#-*"#-#+4'$%!'#"!6*&$&)*#
of the troops’ mission, Clinton ordered the deployment to Bosnia to begin in early
Z!(!.D!'#9::<7#
#
I+$!'#$%!#6',$#$'))1,#E!'!#"!12)3!"#"4'&*5#$%!#6',$#E!!H#)+#Z!(!.D!'G#
talk of the mission in Congress ceased almost immediately. All of the political
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wrangling until that point had been intended to reinforce the public’s apprehen
sion to the administration’s Bosnia policy and to dissuade Clinton from sending
troops to the country. There was nothing to gain from challenging a president on a
"!(&,&)*#$%-$#%-"#3!$#$)#1')"4(!#-*3#1)2&$&(-2#)4$().!,?#,).!$%&*5#6',$#%-"#$)#5)#
wrong. One anonymous Republican strategist said, “If this policy turns sour and
we lose lives, we’re going to go after him on it.”;[ Democratic pollster and infor
mal White House adviser Mark Mellman called Bosnia a “ticking time bomb at
the heart of the White House” stating that “any day, something awful could happen
$%-$#()42"#%-A!#A!'3#,&5*&6(-*$#1)2&$&(-2#'-.&6(-$&)*,O#+)'#$%!#1'!,&"!*$7;< During
$%!#!-'23#.)*$%,#)+#9::>#$%!#.!"&-#-*"#N)*5'!,,#E!'!#+)(4,!"#)*#"&,(4,,&)*,#
)+#$%!#,$-$!#)+#$%!#4*&)*#&*#9::>G#$%!#W!14D2&(-*#1'!,&"!*$&-2#1'&.-'3G#JKCa'-*(!#
relations and a visit by President Jacques Chirac and a budget war with Congress
that shut down the federal government; the ephemeral tranquility in Bosnia re
mained a nonissue.
The indifference among the American public toward Bosnia and their op
position to intervening in that country drove Congress to devise ways to distance
itself from the president: on one hand Congress rebuked Clinton’s policies, while
at the same time allowing him to conduct them despite their displeasure. Congres
sional politicking is conspicuous when the commander in chief is intent on pursu
ing a policy which is unpopular with the general public but for which Congress
passes a nonbinding resolution of admonishment. Congress made strong efforts
$)#E-2H#$%!#6*!#2&*!#D!$E!!*#,411)'$&*5#$%!#.&2&$-'3#E&$%)4$#()..&$$&*5#$)#$%!#
president’s policy of engagement with the Bosnians in order to assuage both their
()*,$&$4!*(&!,#-*"#$%!#1'!,&"!*$7#8%!#'!,42$#E-,#-#=4''3#)+#*)*D&*"&*5G#"!(2-'-
tory statements that had little substantive value but which conveyed Congress’s
apprehension toward the mission in Bosnia.
Effects of the 1996 Presidential Election on Bosnia Policy
8%!#1'!,&"!*$&-2#!2!($&)*#)+#9::>#E-,#-#"!(&,&A!#+-($)'#&*#$%!#N2&*$)*#-".&*&,$'-
tion’s policymaking process toward Bosnia. Though the president had been craft
&*5#0),*&-#1)2&(3#&*#6$,#-*"#,$-'$,#)A!'#$%!#1'!A&)4,#$%'!!#3!-',G#&$#E-,#-"A&,!"#$%-$#
decisive action was required to avoid the appearance of conducting incompetent
foreign policy.;>#V*#$%!#,4..!'#)+#9::<G#!A!*$,#)*#$%!#5')4*"#&*#0),*&-#$))H#-#
marked turn for the worse with international media coverage showing scenes of
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Serbian forces overran them. The president was not keen on having Bosnia be
come a focal point of the campaign. Clinton, despite concerns among Europeans
about the potential for an increase in violence on the ground if NATO took ag
gressive action, initiated a campaign of heavy bombing raids on Serbian positions
throughout Bosnia. The president pointed out that any successes that US policies
enjoyed were achieved only when NATO was used as a real threat against the
Serbs. Clinton did not like the current state of American policy because it harmed
the overall reputation of the United States. Instead, Clinton argued that a more
forceful policy was necessary.;_ A display of strong force was chosen to kickstart
-#1')(!,,#-&.!"#-$#14$$&*5#-*#!*"#$)#$%!#()*=&($7
#
8%!#,4,$-&*!"#fI8M#D).D&*5#(-.1-&5*#12-3!"#-#,&5*&6(-*$#')2!#&*#$'-*,
forming the strategic landscape in Bosnia. The Serbs suffered substantial military
and territorial losses, including nearly twenty percent of the Bosnian territory they
%-"#%!2"#,&*(!#$%!#,4..!'#)+#9::Q7#a!-'&*5#$%!#2),,#)+#!A!*#.)'!#2-*"G#$%!#0),
nian Serb leadership sought a settlement and concluded the Dayton Accords on
f)A!.D!'#Q9G#9::<7;Y In addition to ending the war, the goal of the talks was to
build a viable, lasting peace in a united Bosnia.;: The timing of Dayton could not
have been better from the domestic American political perspective. Its success
*)$#)*23#'!.)A!"#-#1)$!*$&-2#1)&*$#)+#-$$-(H#+)'#$%!#W!14D2&(-*,#&*#$%!#9::>#!2!(
$&)*,G#D4$#&$#-2,)#5-A!#N2&*$)*#,).!$%&*5#$)#=-4*$#-,#1'))+#)+#%&,#-D&2&$3#$)#()*"4($#
foreign policy. Bosnia was certainly a risk for the president; if American blood
was shed he stood to lose many votes, but a successful mission would bolster his
military credentials and boost his chances of winning a second term.40
The accords were accompanied by a troop deployment of 20,000 service
men and women as the Christmas season approached. Clinton intended to spend
the holiday in Bosnia with the troops but military commanders advised him against
it, stating that his presence could impede the planned deployment.[9 Even declar
ing his intent to spend Christmas with the troops in Bosnia was a politically favor
able move, especially heading into an election year. It demonstrated his ability to
command the armed forces and his commitment to the troops and his own policy.
Clinton also pointed out the success of NATO in working to accomplish a mili
$-'3#5)-2G#&.12&(&$23#%&5%2&5%$&*5#$%!#!++!($&A!*!,,#)+#I.!'&(-*G#-*"#,1!(&6(-223#
his own, leadership. In a statement alongside French President Jacques Chirac he
said, “In Bosnia, all of us can see NATO’s critical role in ending a terrible war and
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helping peace to take hold and restoring stability to the heart of Europe.”42 Clinton
went on to note that “[t]he Bosnia operation also demonstrates how well NATO
can work with Europe’s new democracies. Countries that were our Warsaw Pact
adversaries less than a decade ago now are serving side by side with our troops
for peace.”[;#8%&,#E-,#-#,&5*&6(-*$#D)),$#$)#%&,#+)'!&5*#1)2&(3#('!"!*$&-2,G#-#1)2&(3#
area in which Clinton was previously seen as lacking strong ability.
The combination of air strikes, the Dayton Accords, and the deployment
of US forces to Bosnia all asserted the power of the president to conduct foreign
1)2&(37#8%!#$&.&*5#)+#$%!#'!,)24$&)*#)+#$%!#()*=&($#E-,#*)$-D23#-4,1&(&)4,7#^&A!*#
the high stakes of the election campaign, Clinton’s political fortunes could not be
held hostage to events in the Balkans.44#N2&*$)*#$))H#-#,&5*&6(-*$#'&,H#&*#-$$!.1$
&*5# $)# 6]# 0),*&-# -,# $%!'!# E-,# *)# 54-'-*$!!# )+# ,4((!,,7# 04$# 5&A!*# $%!# 1)$!*$&-2#
"-.-5!#&$#()42"#(-4,!#%&.#&*#$%!#5!*!'-2#!2!($&)*#&*#9::>G#$%!#1'),1!($#)+#2),,#E-,#
worth the risk in order to prove his competence.
Internal Processes and Clinton’s Foreign Policy Apparatus
The structure of President Clinton’s foreign policy decisionmaking team also had
-#,&5*&6(-*$#&.1-($#)*#$%!#1)2&(3#)4$().!,#1!'$-&*&*5#$)#0),*&-7#V$#&,#!A&"!*$#$%-$#
Clinton had a collegial advisory structure, preferring a more informal setting when
shaping policy. Clinton was known for taking a broad approach to management
while paying “spasmodic” attention to foreign policy, as opposed to domestic pol
icy where he had a much greater interest and depth of knowledge.[< With a freer
reign, Clinton’s team could be more deliberative and loose in their meetings, and
.)'!# &*=4!*$&-2?# N2&*$)*/,# 1'!+!'!*(!# +)'# ").!,$&(# &,,4!,# E-,# &$,!2+# -*# &.12&(&$#
,&5*-2#)+#$%!#2!A!2#)+#&*=4!*(!#%&,#-"A&,!',#E)42"#%-A!7#N2&*$)*#"&"#*)$G#$%)45%G#
always sit idly by as his advisors argued different policy positions. Instead, he was
occasionally an active participant in the formulation and deliberation of policy.46
#
8%!#N2&*$)*#+)'!&5*#1)2&(3#-11-'-$4,#"4'&*5#$%!#0),*&-#()*=&($#()*,&,$!"#
of two committees: the Principals Committee and the Deputies Committee, the
+)'.!'#(%-&'!"#D3#f-$&)*-2#K!(4'&$3#I"A&,!'#I*$%)*3#L-H!#-*"#$%!#2-$$!'#D3#Z!1
uty National Security Adviser Samuel Berger. Bosnia policy was discussed pri
marily within the Principals Committee, which consisted of the National Security
Adviser, Secretary of State, Secretary of Defense, National Security Adviser for
the Vice President, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Director of the Central
Intelligence Agency, US Representative to the UN and the Deputy National Secu
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rity Adviser.[_ Given the almost casual nature of Clinton’s foreign policymaking
structure, and the fact that all members of the Principals Committee had previ
)4,23#,!'A!"#$)5!$%!'#&*#)*!#(-1-(&$3#)'#-*)$%!'G#-#%&5%23#=4&"#"!(&,&)*C.-H&*5#
process developed that lent itself to sound discussion at the expense of formality,
,).!$%&*5#E%&(%#&*#)$%!'#(&'(2!,#&,#,!!*#-,#-#*!(!,,&$3#$)#-''&A!#!+6(&!*$23#-$#-#
policy decision. One member of the Clinton team was noted as saying that the
structure of the team made “it all very pleasant, but people interrupt each other and
there [was] not enough discipline. We [were] there not as people brought together
as representatives of institutions, but as people who’ve been around tables with
each other for a long time.”48
A prime example of the outcomes generated by this structure can be seen
&*#$%!#"!A!2)1.!*$#)+#D)$%#-#2)*5C$!'.#12-*#D3#L-H!G#"!,&5*!"#$)#"'-,$&(-223#,%&+$#
1)2&(3#$)E-'"#0),*&-#D!5&**&*5#&*#`4*!#9::<G#-*"#-#,%)'$C$!'.#12-*#"!A&,!"#D3#
Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman John Shalikashvili which aimed to quickly curtail
$%!#A&)2!*(!#&*#$%!#()4*$'37#V$#&,#4*(2!-'#E%!$%!'#N2&*$)*#E-,#-E-'!#)+#E%-$#L-H!#
E-,# $'3&*5# $)# ")G# D4$# L-H!# E-,# ,!$# )*# +)'.42-$&*5# -# *!E# "&'!($&)*# +)'# 0),*&-#
policy.49 The purpose of his plan was to devise alternatives to keeping UN Protec
tion Force (UNPROFOR) troops in Bosnia until such a time that the Serbs and
the Bosnians reached a settlement. Working with US Representative to the UN
T-"!2!&*!#I2D'&5%$G#L-H!#"!A!2)1!"#-*#U!*"5-.!#,$'-$!53O#$%-$#&*(24"!"#-#A-
riety of military and diplomatic options, namely using force to relieve Sarajevo,
encouraging third party arms shipments to Bosnia, unilateral lifting of the arms
embargo, redeployment of UNPROFOR, air strikes against Serbia, the exchange
of territory and limited autonomy for Bosnian Serbs in a new Bosnian state.<F#L-H!#
set up a meeting with Secretary of Defense Perry, Secretary of State Christopher,
Representative to the UN Albright and Joint Chiefs Chairman Shalikashvili, and
had arranged for Clinton to stop by to reinforce the necessity of coming up with a
2)*5C$!'.#12-*#-,#)11),!"#$)#$%!#6*5!'C&*C$%!C"3H!#-11')-(%#$%!#$!-.#%-"#D!!*#
$-H&*5#41#$)#$%-$#1)&*$7#0!+)'!#$%!#.!!$&*5G#L-H!#5)$#,411)'$#+').#N2&*$)*#+)'#$%!#
.-&*#1)&*$,#)+#%&,#!*"5-.!#,$'-$!537#f)#)$%!'#)+6(&-2#%-"#H*)E*#)+#$%!#12-*#D!
+)'!#L-H!#%-"#,!(4'!"#1'!,&"!*$&-2#,411)'$7#R!#E-,#-D2!#$)#'!"&'!($#1)2&(3#2-'5!23#
because of the handsoff, delegationfocused nature of Clinton’s approach to for
eign policy that allowed him to take control.<9
Despite the support of the president, the plan was opposed by Shalikash
vili, Christopher and Perry, who thought that unrestricted air strikes should take
1'!(!"!*(!#5&A!*#$%!#K!'D&-*#-$$-(H,#)*#K'!D'!*&(-#&*#`423#9::<7#8%!3#D!2&!A!"#
that a more assertive, shortterm approach would check the destruction caused
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by the Serbs. After the attacks on Srebrenica, Clinton designated Shalikashvili
$)# "!,&5*# -# '!,1)*,!7# V*# ()*$'-,$# $)# $%!# 12-*# 2-&"# )4$# D3# L-H!G# $%&,# 1)2&(3# E-,#
meant to deal with the immediate situation on the ground in Bosnia. The president
agreed that bombing would convince the Serbs that their aggression would not go
unrequited. Clinton sent Secretaries Christopher and Perry to Europe along with
General Shalikashvili to convince the Europeans, who were apprehensive about
any force escalation, to assent to the US position.<Q
Clinton chose both policy options, short and longterm. With Shalikash
A&2&/,#D).D&*5#1)2&(3G#-,#E-,#$%!#(-,!#E&$%#L-H!/,#!*"5-.!#,$'-$!53G#"!2!5-$&)*#
followed by deliberation was the approach favored by Clinton. He sought a num
ber of recommendations and made his decision based on the information provided
by his advisers, but he was also actively engaged in discussions. This gave his
-"A&,!',#-*#&..!*,!#-.)4*$#)+#&*=4!*(!#)A!'#1)2&(3#"!(&,&)*,7#N).D&*!"#E&$%#
N2&*$)*/,#2-(H#)+#&*$!'!,$#&*#+)'!&5*#1)2&(3G#$%!#()*6"!*(!#%!#%-"#&*#%&,#,$-++#$)#
devise a workable policy resulted in a decisionmaking structure where Clinton
,!$# $%!# D')-"# -5!*"-# -*"# %&,# -"A&,!',# "!A!2)1!"# +'-.!E)'H,# $%-$# 6$# E&$%&*# %&,#
broader vision. This structure largely contributed to the outcomes in Bosnia during
N2&*$)*/,#6',$#$!'.7
!"#$%&'()$*%&"'%$'+),$%-.'/$'0,)1-"23'(-,24
Bosnia, in an international context, represents more than the experience of one
minority group facing a grave threat to its existence. Responding to that crisis
demonstrated to the world that morality and justice in foreign policy is at times
as important as a real need to advance the raw interests of a nation. The United
States proved its commitment to upholding justice internationally, and through
its response to the violence in Bosnia made clear that it would not sit idly by as a
people was systematically exterminated. This lesson served as an example to the
international community: the US would not turn the other cheek to atrocities com
mitted by any group, and innocent people would be supported in deed as well as
in word. The United States undoubtedly sought to ensure that Bosnia would serve
as an example to any country that may attempt such abhorrent acts in the future.
It would be instructive for future researchers to investigate whether the policies
enacted by the United States in Bosnia served to change the aggressive behavior
of any international actor or, as would be optimal, to preclude any aggressive
behavior from taking place. Did force escalation in a tough domestic political
environment enable peace in just this one instance, or did it lead to a more secure
international environment for an extended period of time?
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structure – all contributed to the policy decisions of the Clinton administration as
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public for policy direction. Each, in some way, takes into consideration the senti
ment among voters for guidance and limitations. In a Jeffersonian democracy the
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Both Congress and the president are ultimately responsible for the action or inac
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based on their decisions. Regarding Bosnia, the structure of Clinton’s foreign pol
icy apparatus was an extension of his presidency. His reelection campaign was
predicated on the opinions of Americans, which was impacted by the outcome of
policy choices toward Bosnia. Congress sought to placate voters by limiting US
involvement in that country and by satisfying the president by taking unobtrusive
action. It is the electoral system under which these governmental actors operate
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ers, who, through domestic politics, largely impact the shape of American foreign
policy.
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